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Abstract. An SU(2) gauge-invariant promeasure on the space of Ashtekar connection 1-forms on

a smooth, compact, closed, orientable, Riemannian 3-manifold will be constructed in this paper.
Suggestions to implement diffeomorphism-invariance in the constructed SU(2) gauge-invariant
promeasure will also be made.
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PACS numbers: 02.40.

1 Introduction

The aim of this paper is two-fold: to construct a promeasure on the space A of
Ashtekar connection 1-forms defined on a closed, smooth, compact, orientable, Riemannian

3-manifold £, and then to use the constructed promeasure to define a diffeomorphism-
invariant promeasure on the SU(2) moduli space .4[SU(2)]—the space of SU(2)-gauge
orbits of A. This is just the quotient space of A consisting of cosets such that any two
representatives of a coset in .4[SU(2)] are related by an SU(2)-gauge transformation. The
main interest in the construction of a promeasure of ,4[SU(2)] lies in its application to
the loop representation of quantum gravity—see, for example, [13, Eqn (3.40), p. 1644]
and its accompanying footnote, or reference [14]. Briefly, given a promeasure p on A. the
functionals ^[A] on A and the functionals $[7] on the space of piecewise smooth loops
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7 : [0,1] -> E of E are related by

¥[7] / H[7,AMA}dp(A),
Ja

where H[7, A] is a complexified SU(2)-holonomy around 7. A second reason for constructing

a measure lies in the attempt to define a physical inner product in the physical state

space of the self-dual representation theory of quantum gravity [1, 13, 14]—however, this
will not be pursued here.

It should be noted that Ashtekar and Lewandowski [4] constructed an interesting class

of promeasures on the space of connection 1-forms of a principal G-bundle P(M, G), where
G is a compact Lie group and M is an n-manifold. An appealing aspect of the promeasures
they constructed pertains to their invariance under Diff(M). The construction however
does rely strongly on the compactness of G. Very briefly, in reference [4], a diffeomorphism-
invariant promeasure on the closure of the space of gauge-equivalent G-connection 1-forms
is obtained by introducing certain equivalence classes of piecewise analytic loops called

hoops and using the fact that a compact, Hausdorff topological group admits a (unique)
normalised Haar measure.1 Another different approach to the construction of a promeasure
on A and its SU(2) moduli space using graphs and their vertices can be found in references

[5, 6].2

The construction of a promeasure given in this paper will differ somewhat from the works
of Ashtekar et ai. [4, 5] and Baez [6] and so provides yet another avenue of constructing
non-trivial SU(2) gauge-invariant promeasures on A. Here, the family of spaces defining the

projective limit is a family of finite-dimensional manifolds and the promeasure constructed
on A is induced from a sequence of Gaussian-type measures defined on the family of finite-
dimensional manifolds. In a way, this is a generalisation of the standard construction
of a promeasure, where the projective family is a family of finite-dimensional topological
vector spaces—the finite-dimensional topological vector spaces are replaced with finite-
dimensional manifolds. The construction delineated in this paper does not appeal to the

compact criterion of the gauge group in anyway.
The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In section 2, the construction

of the Ashtekar connection 1-forms on S will be briefly reviewed and some topological
aspects of A will be studied. In section 3, a promeasure on A will be constructed. This is

followed by the construction of a promeasure on ,4.[SU(2)] in the fourth section. In the final
section, some discussions regarding the extension of the constructed SU(2) gauge-invariant
promeasures to include diffeomorphism-invariance will be sketched.

In this sequel, a Riemannian metric will mean a smooth, symmetric, covariant 2-tensor
field that is positive-definite at each point in E, and E will denote a compact, smooth,
closed, orientable, Riemannian 3-manifold. The Einstein summation convention is always
implied whenever there are repeated upper and lower indices.

1Tlie closure of the space of gauge-equivalent G-connection 1-forms is essentially the spectrum of
the holonomy C*-algebra generated by the Wilson loop functions on the space of gauge-equivalent G-

connection 1-forms. For more details, see references [2, 4].
2 An idea which originated from Baez [6].
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2 The Space of Ashtekar Connections

Let (TE 0 su(2).p, E) be a tensor bundle over E and define C to be the space of smooth
cross sections ct : E —» TS 0 su(2) satisfying:

(1) for each x 6 E and o, o(x) induces a linear isomorphism su(2) ss TXE defined by

A^ -cr(x)-Ad= Aa(x)3a,where-ff(x)-Ad= - tr(cr(x)aA)da -o(x)aAB\BAda
\a(x)da e TZS.

(2) — tr(<Taff6) qab, where qab is the inverse matrix of qab, and qab defines (in the
natural basis) a Riemannian 3-metric on E.

The elements of C are called the SU(2) soldering forms on E and the inverse o(x)~l of
fj(x) will be written as a(x)aAB. Notice that as E is a compact orientable 3-manifold, it
is parallelizable and hence C is a non-trivial set.

Let C£?(E,TE 0 su(2)) be the space of smooth cross sections of the bundle (TE ®
su(2),p, E), endowed with the compact C°°-topology. Then, it follows from [15, §7.2, pp.
259-260] that C~(E,TS 0su(2)) is a smooth Fréchet manifold. Furthermore, let 52E be
the bundle space of symmetric covariant 2-tensors on E and let C,5f(E,S2E) be the space
of C°°-cross sections on the tensor bundle equipped with the compact C°°-topology. Then,
the space of (smooth) Riemannian metrics on E is an open convex cone in CCCJ>(E, 52E) [8,

p. 1001]. So, by (2), C C C£?(E,TE ® su(2)) is open and hence a smooth manifold.
Let T*C be the cotangent bundle space over C and denote an element in T*C by (ct, M)—

it is shown in [1, p. 1592] that M AIaAB is a densitized 1-form of weight 1 on C based
at o. In this section, notations consistent with [1] will be used. Let (B,ps, E, SU(2), W)
be a complex vector bundle of rank 2 over E associated with the principal SU(2)-bundle
£ (Pr,E,SU(2)), where dimc W 2. Fix an element (o,M) £ T*C and define an SU(2)
connection 1-form u>a on Pc such that the covariant derivative D induced by p*u>a on E is

compatible with ct: DaoaAB 0—that is, the SU(2) spin connection coefficients TaAB of
p*u)„ satisfy TaAB ±obEB(cjcAETba + daabAE), where Tbca is the Christoffel symbol of
q —iro ¦ a. Next, following [1, p. 1593]. define an su^(2)-valued connection 1-form A
on E—the Ashtekar connection 1-form—of the complex vector bundle B by

(2.1) ±A\=tG-1s'u>„±-feG-1TL,

where G is the Gravitational constant, suc(2) is the complexification3 of su(2), s : E —» P^

a smooth cross section on E, and n n[<7, M] is defined in [1] by

(2.2) UaAB G(detq)-i(MaAB + \ tv(Mbob)oaAB).

On the constraint surface in T*C (which satisfies the vacuum Einstein's equations), it can
be shown that na Kab<Jb, where Kab is the extrinsic curvature of E. The Ashtekar
connection 1-form +A may be regarded as the anti-self-dual potential for the Weyl tensor
3C on E and ~A as the self-dual potential [1, p. 1600, eqn (19')]:

3Cab drf _G tlr±Fcdaaydb _v/2G(Pa6 T LB.0,

If V is a vector space, then the elements of Ve are precisely u + iv, where u,v 6 V.
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where Pa6 is the curvature of Aa, Eab CacbdnCn IS the electric and Bab *CacbdnCn

the magnetic parts (relative to E) of the 4-dimensional Weyl tensor C. For a detailed
account, see reference [3]. In the following analysis, only the self-dual potential will be
considered inasmuch as canonical quantum gravity can be formulated with either the self-

dual or the anti-self-dual potential [1, 14]. Thus, in view of this restriction, denote ~A for
convenience by A.

Since E is parallelizable, global connection 1-forms on E exist. Let A be the set of
extended Ashtekar connection 1-forms; that is. all elements A ~A of the form (2.1), where

they need not satisfy the vacuum Einstein constraints tv(Fabôa) 0 and tv(Fabcìaòb) 0,

with ct" (detg)2CTa and Fab the curvature of Aa. Also, let Si { A G A \ tr(Fabôa)
0 } and <S2 { A G A | tr(Fab<?aòb) 0 }. Then, the space of Ashtekar connection 1-forms

def
is the intersection A Si fl S2.

Let £(E) T*E ® suc(2) be a tensor bundle over E and let T*(P(E)) be the space of
smooth cross sections E —> P(E); that is, T*(P(E)) is the space of su-valued 1-forms on
E. Then, A is an affine subspace of the vector space T*(P(E)). The space T*(£(E)) will
be given the compact C°°-topology. For more details, see reference [11, p. 34-36]. In all
that follows, A and hence A will be endowed with the subspace topology of T*(P(E)).

2.2. Proposition. A is second countable and completely metrizable.

Proof. It will suffice to show that A is second countable and completely metrizable. However,

because A hjn^4r is the inverse limit of Ar, where AT is the space of Ashtekar
connections that are of class Cr (endowed with the compact Cr-topology) and each Ar,
for r £ N U {0} is second countable and completely metrizable, so is A. D

Note that as A is an affine space, from the proof of proposition 2.2, it is an infinite
dimensional manifold modelled on a separable Banach space. And hence, by construction,
so is A. Indeed, using the construction given in reference [12, p. 267-268], it can be

established that A and A axe smooth manifolds.

3 A Promeasure on A

Two ways of constructing Gaussian type promeasures on A will be sketched in this
section. The first method is to construct a system of finite dimensional manifolds whose

projective limit is A; the promeasure is then the projective limit of the Gaussian measures
defined on the finite dimensional manifolds. The second way is to consider the projection
of A onto a manifold modelled on T*(P(E)) on which a Gaussian promeasure can be

constructed, and then using the projection map to induce a promeasure on A.
Let Dz C S be a countably dense subset of E, that is, Dz — E, and let c[Dtj] be a

countable cover of Dz such that VG e c[Dz], G C Dz and |G| < N0. Set c[Dz] { Gan \

a,n € N}, where |GQn| n for each labelling index a. Each Gan defines an equivalence
relation RQn C A x A by

A ~ A' <^=> A(xi) A'(xx) Vx, e Gan.
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Let pan : A —» Aan A/Ran denote the natural map and endow Aan with the quotient
topology. It is easy, although somewhat tedious, to show that pQn : A —* Aan is an open
and closed mapping.

Now, given any A G A, let T<A,A (J{ taA : A G [A] where TAA is the tangent space
of .4 G .4. and Tui.4 is endowed with the subspace topology of the tangent bundle TA.
Then, as before, each GQn G c[flr] induces an equivalence relation Ran C ÏLtj.4 x Tr^i^4
on T<A]A by

v ~ v1 <=> v(xt) v'(xi) Vx, G Gan.

defLet T{A}Aan T[AiA/RQn denote the quotient space and pan* ¦ T[A]A —> T\A\Aan the
natural map—TiA-iAan is endowed with the quotient topology. Then, by construction,
Van*(TAA) T'A}Aan VA G [A]. By definition, pan* is an open mapping.

3.1. Lemma. T\A,Aan is a finite-dimensional linear space.

Proof. First, observe that TiA,Aan can be endowed with a vector space structure: define

+ and • by

[f]+[u] [v A u] and c • [v] [cv] VcG R.

These operations are well-defined since pant(u + v) [u + v] {u' + v' : 7t|Gon
u'|GQn and v\GQn v'\Gan Pan*(u)Àpan*(v) and pan*(cu) {cu' : u'|Gon
"|GQn } C • Pan*(u) Vc G K.

To check that this vector space structure is compatible with the quotient topology, it
must be verified that + : T'A,Aa„ x T<A,Aan —> T<A,Aan a«d • : R x T^Aan -» T[A]Aan
are both continuous. Because (pant\TAA)(TAA) T\AiAan, there is no loss of generality
in fixing some A G [A] and considering TAA instead of Tj4].4 in the discussion that follows.
So, consider the following diagram:

TAAxTAA —±—> TAAan

Pan. XPa... Po"-

^[A]"^an ^ *[A]-Aan * -*-[.4]-^ari'

It is clear from the definition that the diagram commutes: + o (pQ„* x pQnt) Pan* ° +•
Hence, the continuity of + follows from the surjectivity of pnn* x Pan* and the continuity
of Pan», + and Pan* x pan*- In a similar way, it can be verified easily that • is continuous.
Whence, T[A]AQn is a linear space.

Finally, set Van nr=i(Tx,E®suC(2))> which is linearly isomorphic to R18" (and hence

finite-dimensional), and define Lan : TA\AQn —» Van by

[v] h-> (v(xi),-..,v(x„)),

where v is any representative of [v] and (T* E®su (2)) is identified with its tangent space
for each i. It is trivial to check that Lan defines a linear isomorphism. D

Note that as metrizability is an invariant under closed surjective mappings [10, p. 285,
theorem 4.4.18], Aan is metrizable and hence paracompact and Hausdorff. Also, because
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pan is open and A is second countable by proposition 2.2, so is Aan- In fact, it can
be verified without too much difficulty that AQn is a paracompact, Hausdorff, second
countable manifold modelled on VQn and hence finite dimensional by lemma 3.1. This
means in particular that Gaussian measures can be constructed on Aan-

Now, for any Gon, G0<„< G c[Dz] with Ga'n' C Gan and n' < n, let p"?n, : Aan —? Aa>n<

be the natural map [A]an l_* [A]a'n', where [A\ßm { A' \ A'(xx) A(xx) Vi, £ Gßm }.
This map is clearly a continuous surjection. It is not difficult to see that it is also an

open map as p%Vn, o pan pa'n' and pan is onto. Order c[Dz) by inclusion according to:
G" =<; G <=> G' Ç G. Then, {(AQn,p^nn,) : GQ.„. ^ GQn, n' g n, n',n G N} defines an
inverse sequence.

Suppose m < n and GQ(m)m C Go(n)n. Define p"(^"m : Vo(n)n -» Vct(m)m by

*a(n)n def a(n)n \ r— 1

PQ(m)m — La(m)m0lPQ(m)mJ«0Li,(„)„i

where (p°[^"m), : T[A]Aa(n)n -* T[A]Aa(m)m is a map induced by p"[^"m : Aa(n)n ->

-4Q(m)m- In all that follows, (?£(„)„)* will be identified with p°[„"m and T(j4]>lo(n)n with

V'„(„)„ for each [A] G ^4Q(n)n-

Observe from the construction of AQn that .4 is the projective limit of the sequence

{{¦Aa(.n)n-,Pa(m)nJ}> an<^ furthermore, notice that it is an easy, albeit somewhat tedious,
exercise to generalise the theory of promeasures on locally convex vector spaces to
differentiable manifolds modelled on separable Banach spaces. Hence, the sequence of Gaussian

measures \a(n)n on Aa(n)n induces a promeasure A {^a(n)n,AQ(n)n} on A, as required.
Another way of constructing promeasures on A will be given below.

3.2. Theorem. A Gaussian promeasure exists on A.

Proof. Let V(T,) be the vector space of smooth cross sections E —> T*E 0su(2) (endowed
with the compact G°°-topology) and Vö(E) { \/2im A \ A G A } be a subspace of V(E),
where im .4, the imaginary part of A, is defined by equation (2.2). Then, Vo(E) is an open
subset in V(E). To see this, it will suffice to note from §2 that the fibre T*C {M} over a
is a linear space. Hence, given Ho G Vo(E), by taking r > 0 to be large enough, e > 0 to be

small enough and choosing any finite compact covering {/<", }"=1 of E, the neighbourhood
JV£,r(n0, {Ki}?=1) { f G V(E) : \\Dkf(x) - -D*no(x)|| < e, k 0,1,... ,r, x G E } of n0
is contained in V(E) (note that [jxK, E by definition). Since V(E) is locally convex
with respect to the C°°-topology—see [9, p. 774]—by [7, p. 582, theorem], there exists a
Gaussian promeasure on V(E) of variance Q defined by a positive definite quadratic form
Q : V(E)' —? R on the topological dual V(E)' of V'(E). Let p0 denote the promeasure on
1/(S) that is restricted to Vo(E).

It should be noted as a side comment that the choice of the projection map is rather
apt here as n encodes the extrinsic curvature of E and hence the information contained in
the Ashtekar connection 1-forms is not completely lost. By construction, po : A —> Vo(E)
defined by A h-» \/2im(.4) n, is a continuous open surjection (from equation (2.2)
and the fact that both spaces are endowed with the C^-topology). Hence, po induces a

promeasure A on A by A p0 o p0, as desired. D
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S.S. Remark. From the definition of Vo(E), it is obvious that the projection p0 : A —> Vo(E)
can be extended to the whole of A by A t—> y/2imA. Hence, a promeasure trivially exists

on A. It is also of interest to note in the above construction that the Einstein constraints
were not needed in the construction of the promeasure. What is important to note here is
that A is a smooth submanifold by definition as both S\ and S2 are, and this enabled a

promeasure to be constructed on A.

4 A Promeasure on the Ashtekar Moduli Space

Let Diff(Pç) denote the group of smooth diffeomorphisms (endowed with the compact
G°°-topology) on the bundle space P^ and let Ç C Diff(P^) be the set of elements / G

Diff(P^) satisfying

(1) f(ug) f(u)g Vu G P$ and g G SU(2),
(2) Ttç o f it£, where Ttç : Pc —> E is the bundle projection.

Note that the bundle is actually trivial and hence Pc S x SU(2) (w-hich is compact).
Identify P? with E x SU(2) and let p2 : E x SU(2) -+ SU(2) be the projection of the

def
second factor, (x,g) h-> g. Set cj>f p2 o / for any / G Ç- Define an equivalence relation
TL C A x A on A by

A~A' «=4> A'(x) óf(x)-ìA(x)óf(x) + é^x)^ dóf(x),

and denote A' by A^>. Then, the equivalence class .4 of A is the set { A^> \ f € Ç}. Let

7rsu(2) : A —> A[S\J(2)] AjIZ be the natural map and ,4[SU(2)] be given the quotient
topology. It can be verified that this topology is Hausdorff. Observe that d>f induces a

homeomorphism $/ : A —» A by A t-* A^1 and hence, if N£(A) is any neighbourhood of

A in A, then $/(A^r(A)) { A*' | A G N£(A) } is open. Consequently, 7rSU(2) is an open
mapping as

»sum ° *svmWW) U $/(^r(^))-
fee

To construct a promeasure on .4[SU(2)], one must define the spaces _4Qn[SU(2)]. the
analogues of AQn. To this end, observe firstly that if A(x,) B(x,) for i 1,...,n, then
A'bt(xi) B^'(xi) for each i l,...,n and / G G- Hence, each GQ„ G c[Dz] generates
an equivalence relation PQn C >1[SU(2)] x ,4[SU(2)] by

.4 ~ Ê <=> A(xx) B(xx) on GQn,

where A G A and B G B are any fixed representatives such that A^1 (xx) B^J(xx) on
Gon for each / G G- Denote the quotient space by .4Qn[SU(2)] and pan ¦ A[SV(2)] —>

.4Qn[SU(2)] its natural map. Moreover, define a map 7ron : Aan —» ,4orl[SU(2)] so that the
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following diagram commutes:

A[S\](2)) -^U .4an[SU(2)],

that is. ~QI1 o pon pan ° 7rsu(2)- It is easy to verify that 7rQn is a continuous surjection.
A promeasure on >1[SU(2)] can now be constructed. First, pjjjJJ, : Aan —* Aßm induces

a map pg£ : A>n[SU(2)] -+ Aßm[S\J(2)} given by [i]on h-> [A]ßm so that the following
diagram commutes:

ram
•Aan J -Aßm

A,„[SU(2)] -^-* ^m[SU(2)].
clef

So. define pQn by pQn AQn07r~^. Then, pan defines a measure on ,4an[SU(2)] as Aon is a

bounded measure. Thus u {(^4Q(n)n[SU(2)], pa(n)n)} defines a promeasure on .4[SU(2)].

To verify this, recall that AQ(m)m ^ß(n)n °PQi'n)n- ancl f°r eacn n, ^a(n)n IS bounded.

Hence, the relation ir,i(m)mopj[* pf^m ° rta(n)n together with the surjectivity of the

_i ß(m)m -l ~ß{m)m
maps imply that ßß{m)m Aß(m)m°nßtm)jn Ao(n)n üPQ(n)n 07!ß(m)m ^a(n,n°Pa{n)n
as required.

5 Diffeomorphism-invariant Promeasure

This paper will end with a tentative sketch of the construction of a promeasure on A
that is simultaneously SU(2) gauge-invariant and Diff (E)-invariant. The construction
in fact turns out to be amazingly simple. First, some notations will be introduced. Let

irz : A —> A" denote the quotient map, where A1, A/ Diff+(E) is the space of Diff (E)-
equivalent connection 1-forms:

A ~ A' <=^ A' f'A for some / G Diff+(£).

Now. fix any / G Diff+(E) and consider A,B £ A such that A(xx) B(x,) Vi 1,... ,n.
Since under a coordinate transformation induced by /, Aa(xx) —> .4'a(y,) g^V'.{Ab(xx)

and Ba(x,) —> B'a(y,) a^' Bb(xx) for each i l,...,n, where x, f(y,). it follows

at once that /*A(yx) /*B(yx) for each i. Hence, the following equivalence relation ~ on
Aan given by

[A]an ~ [A']an <=> 3/ G Diff+(E) such that f*A(xt) A'(x,) Vz l,...,n,
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where A (resp. A') is any representative of [A]an (resp. [A']an) is well-defined.
Denote the coset of [A]Qn under ~ by [A]^n and the quotient space Aan/ Diff+(E) by

Aan- Furthermore, let 7rQn : Aan —+ A^n denote the quotient map. Then, the following
diagram commutes:

A p°"
i A

vTm A

AZ Pan AZ <P'>™, JE¦^ ¦"on ¦^am,
where p'an (resp. (p')°m) 1S a projection induced by pan (resp. pQnl). Finally, given / G

Diff+(E) and an SU(2) gauge transformation ég, where g G G, set f*D =f { f*A \ A G D
and £>*» { A*> \ A g D }, where T» C A and A*» 071 Aèg + cß-1 dcj>g.

5.1. Remark. It is easy to see that given any subset D of Aan such that D ^ Aon,
flan O non(D) ^ Aan, where flan 7T~n 0 7Ton and nQn 7T~n O 7Tan.

5.2. Lemma. Por eac/i Z) Ç Aan, flan ° nQn(£>) nan o Tlan(D).

Proof. Now, given f(A't') G flan oHon(D), where .4 ë D and D Ç ;!„„, /*(A*)
{<t>° f)~lf*A(è° f)A(óo f^fdé. So,'set B fA and ip tp o f. Then, dfi /* Aç
and

/•(A*) W ° /)-1 /* A(* o /) + (Ö o /)-J /* dei

<p~lB<? + (p-1 difi

B* Elian 0flan(D).

Hence, fl„ o Uan(D) Ç n„n o Ûan(D).
Conversely, consider any element (/* A)1* G nar,onan(Z?), where A G D, set if cpof"1 ¦

Then, d<fi (f-1)*dcf> and

(fAf tf'1 S* Aé A à~l dò

é-if*Acp + é-ir°(riYàè
f*(cp-lAip + ip-l<ìip)

r(A*)EÎlanOÏ\an(D).

Hence, nQn o ï[an(D) Ç nan o nan(D) and the assertion thus follows. D

5.3. Theorem. Aan admits a (bounded) measure van that is simultaneously Diff (E)-
invariant as well as SU(2) gauge-invariant.

det - -

Proof. Set Van — Aan o nan o nan. By remark 5.1, van is not a "trivial"' measure in
the sense that the equality van(D) van(AQn), for each measurable D with non-empty
interior, will not hold in general. And by lemma 5.2, van Aon o Han o Uan is well-
defined. Hence, for each Aon-measurable subset D C AQn, van(f*(D^)) uan(D)
van((f*D)^) V/ G Diff (E) and any SU(2) gauge transformation è, and it is thus the
desired Diff+(E)- and SU(2) gauge-invariant promeasure on Aan- d

The following result, which is now immediate, will conclude this paper.
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5.4. Corollary. A Diff (HZ)-invariant and SU(2) gauge-invariant promeasure v exists

on A-

Proof. Set v {fva(n)n,Aa{n\n)}- Then, the proof that v is a promeasure follows from
the commutativity of the following two diagrams:

-^a(n)n * •/^a(Tn)m -^a(n)n y •/^a(m)m

1

ASVi2) > ASU(2) A" A-•^afnln ¦/^a(m)m ^0(77)11 ^»(m)™'

for each rn < n, where Aak Aak{SU(2)} for typesetting convenience. D
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